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Nothing ruins a wedding faster than a dead bodyRachael is a pastry chef trying to keep her bakery

afloat. When she reluctantly agrees to cater the wedding of her former crush, Detective Jackson

Whitaker, she finds herself hoping something goes awry. When a guest is murdered and the bride

disappears, she gets her wish but is forced to confront her feelings and work with Jackson to solve

the case. Can Rachel bury her feelings and focus on facts long enough to bring the murderer to

justice?Til a Death Do Us Part is part of the Bakery Detectives Cozy Mystery series. If you like fast

paced mysteries full of quirky characters and unexpected twists, youâ€™re gonna love the Bakery

Detectives.Buy Til a Death Do Us Part and start solving your next mystery today!The Bakery

Detectives Cozy Mystery SeriesEach book in the series is a stand-alone story, but your enjoyment

of each story will be increased if you read them all.* Book 1: A Pie to Die For* Book 2: Donuts,

Antiques and Murder* Book 3: Death by Chocolate Cake* Book 4: Rest, Relaxation and Murder*

Book 5: Til a Death Do Us Part* Book 6: The Mud Pie MurderessAlways FREE on Kindle Unlimited
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Could you be a last minute catering addition for someone you cared about? For â€œtheirâ€•



wedding?Rachael Robinson who owns, â€œRachaels Boutique Cakesâ€•, and her best friend Pippa

McDonald cater Detective Emma Chambers and Detective Jackson Whitakers wedding. The girls

didnâ€™t even know the two were engaged.The day arrives and to most it wasnâ€™t the

happiest.Will Rachael and Jackson work together again? Will Pippa figure out what is wrong with

her new husband, Marcello?Great Read!

Rachael is catering a wedding for detective Jackson, the man she has a crush on. She tries to keep

her feelings to herself. An old lady (an aunt of the bride, Emma's) who is murdered at the wedding.

Emma also disappears before the wedding. A cousin of Emma's is being blamed and Emma is

missing so Jackson gets Rachael to help him. The mystery is good, but the characters are

wishy-washy at times.

I was hard pressed to put this book down! Once again the author has weaved a story with just

enough twists and turns to keep the reader engaged. This is a wonderful series and I am already

anxious for the next book!

Stacey has written another intriguing mystery with a hint of romance. Although this book can be

considered a stand-alone, which I totally appreciate, it catches us up on our favorite

characters.Rachel is still struggling with keeping her bakery afloat financially and ventures into

unknown territory catering a wedding as a favor. Pippa is still active and dealing with her husband.

And Jackson is, well, Jackson. Rachel is still attracted to Jackson, the police detective.At the price

of Stacey's books, even when not on sale, you cannot go wrong. I am not related to nor associated

with Stacey as anything other than a reader of her series. I did receive an advanced copy in return

for an honest review, which is what this is. I hope you enjoy the book and series as much as I have.

I have read all of this series. Rachel and Pippa are on the case again. This time the crime happens

at the wedding of Jackson and and his bride, who is is not Rachel. There are plenty of suspects and

Jackson asks Rachel to help him solve the case. Meanwhile Pippa is trying to find her husband and

thinks he is running around on her. I have been given this book in exchange for a honest review.

If you are new to the Bakery Detective series, let me introduce you to Rachael, owner operator of

Rachael's Boutique Bakery and her assistant manager Pippa. It is really slow at the bakery these

days so Pippa suggests they branch out and try catering. Their first catering job is a funeral!



Rachael's main worry seems to be their pink T shirt uniforms until she sees Jackson her former

boyfriend who is one of the local police detectives. Jackson comes over and asks Rachael if they

cater weddings. Then the unthinkable happens.....Jackson tells her the wedding is for him and

Emma, his partner on the police force.So the stage is set for the Bakery Detectives when dear old

Aunt Cassie is found dead in the ladies room just before the wedding ceremony begins. Follow

along to see what happens next.This ebook was given to me by the publisher for an honest review.

The fifth book in The Bakery Detectives Series finds Rachael and Pippa venturing into new territory.

The Bakery business seems to have slowed down and Pippa believes catering may be the way to

go. Their first assignment is a funeral. While there Jackson asks if they do weddings. It would be for

he and Emma. Against her better judgement, Rachael agrees. This sets the stage for our next

mystery.Aunt Cassie is found dead at the wedding. The bride goes missing. What can Rachael do

to help Jackson solve the crime and find his bride? Will catering be the answer for her bakery?

Meanwhile Pippa's husband is acting strange and disappears as well. Is he who she thought he

was?Great series with enough twists and turns to keep you turning the pages. I highly recommend

this series. I was given a book by the publisher in exchange for my honest review.

I have to honestly say this book was very good, just like the first story. I stopped reading story 2-3&4

because they dealt with spiritism etc of which I will not read.I liked the way Rachel always helped

solved the crimes. She is pretty cleaver in figuring out clues. I hate that he and Rachel keep skirting

the love they feel for each other. I was disappointed that he never finally told Rachel that he loved

her. I really thought they would marry. At least he didn't marry Emma, I'm glad about that.So this

story did keep m on my toes and kept my interest. Very good job even though I didn't like that it

didn't end with them admitting their love or them getting married.
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